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The Worst of Times 
 
I regret sounding the inaugural edition of the Alpine Investment Management newsletter on a sour note.  
However, if one is a buyer of stocks, it is indeed the worst of times.  Equally true, if you are a seller of 
stocks, it is the best of times.  Yet, since we have a lot more fun buying than selling, and because we are 
in the business of employing capital, we feel obligated to engage in a little old fashioned bellyaching.  
 
This stock market stinks!  (Remember, we’re buyers).  Practically every equity security in the marketplace 
is over-priced.  It is like going to the mall and finding everything marked up 100%.  However, in the mall 
you would know everything has not increased in value by 100%.  In the stock market, things are more 
mysterious.  The following analysis is meant to shed a little light on the mystery of past and future stock 
returns (our sole purpose being to recruit more members into the “worst of times” camp).  
 
From the bottom – this long period of great returns, which we have come to know and love, began in 
1975.  That’s old in stock market time.  The average person born after 1920 doesn’t know what a bear 
market really feels like, assuming bear markets only hit home after age 55.  That is when most of a person’s 
savings have finally compounded into the real money which will fund their retirement.   
 
While we are not in the business of predicting bear markets (it hasn’t been very profitable), we are in the 
business of protecting our clients’ capital.  The figures below support our position, for the record, that 
stock market returns are going to be very low in the future.  We only wish we knew when this period 
was going to begin.  But we don’t.  Nor do we know how.  It may come in one fell swoop or slowly over a 
decade or two.   
 
What we do know is just how low low may be.  Our first table includes in bold S&P 500 total returns past 
and future.  More importantly, the fundamental sources of these returns are also listed.  You can more or 
less add these sources to get the total. 
 
 
 

                         1975-1999     2000-20xx 
S&P 500 Annual Total Return:      17.2%       6.2% 
- from dividends:          5.3%       1.2%  
- from earnings growth less inflation:    2.0%       2.0%  
- from inflation:           4.8%       3.0% 
- from P/E ratio change:        5.4% (7.7 to 28.9)   0.0% 
 
 
 
So how good are our numbers for the future?  The dividend yield is an indisputable fact.  The return from 
inflation doesn’t matter; we only care about returns after inflation.  That leaves the return from earnings 
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growth less inflation and the return from the future P/E ratio change.  Both are subject to guesstimation.  
However, as the figures below relate, the return from earnings growth less inflation has been remarkably 
consistent: 
 

Earnings Growth Less Inflation 
1926-1999      1.9% 
1950-1999      2.1% 
1980-1999      1.9% 

 
Earnings grow less inflation could well vary from 2% in the future.  However, predicting it will be higher 
than 5% or lower than 0% would be highly suspect.  Regarding the return from the P/E ratio change, we 
assume it will remain where it is today.  We do this to foil the optimists.  While the P/E could very well 
move higher in the short run, predicting it will stay around 30 indefinitely gives new meaning to the word 
optimism. 
 
So let’s say this is all more or less on target.  What is one to do?  Our strategy is to remain highly 
conservative when allocating between stocks and bonds and to be highly selective regarding the stocks 
we are buying.  Not all stocks will return 6% in the future. 
 
And of course, most of us have not suddenly become buyers.  We were buyers when prices were 
reasonable.  To us, it has been the best of times.  Or so it seems.  In the stock market, the best is usually 
better than it should be, and the worst is usually worse than it should be.  And in the end, there is a 
balance between the two. 
 
 
Nick Tompras 
February 2000 
 
 
 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 

ACR Alpine Capital Research LLC is an SEC registered investment adviser. For more information please refer to 
Form ADV on file with the SEC at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov. Registration with the SEC does not imply any 
particular level of skill or training. 

All statistics highlighted in this research note are sourced from ACR’s analysis unless otherwise noted. 

It should not be assumed that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the 
performance of the examples discussed. You should consider any strategy’s investment objectives, risks, and 
charges and expenses carefully before you invest. 

This information should not be used as a general guide to investing or as a source of any specific investment 
recommendations, and makes no implied or expressed recommendations concerning the manner in which an 

As of November 4, 2022, we have provided this supplement to accompany the commentary and satisfy changing regulations: 
https://acr-invest.com/commentary-supplement/ 
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account should or would be handled, as appropriate investment strategies depend upon specific investment 
guidelines and objectives. This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation to invest. 

This information is intended solely to report on investment strategies implemented by Alpine Capital Research 
(“ACR”). Opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment as of the date set forth above and are subject 
to change without notice, as are statements of financial market trends, which are based on current market 
conditions. There are risks associated with purchasing and selling securities and options thereon, including the 
risk that you could lose money. All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable, but no 
guarantee is given as to its accuracy. 

The Equity Quality Return (EQR) Advised / SMA Composite consists of equity portfolios managed for non-wrap 
fee and wrap fee clients according to the Firm's published investment policy. The composite investment policy 
includes the objective of providing satisfactory absolute and relative results in the long run, and to preserve 
capital from permanent loss during periods of economic decline. EQR invests only in publicly traded 
marketable common stocks. Total Return performance includes unrealized gains, realized gains, dividends, 
interest, and the re-investment of all income. Please refer to our full composite performance presentation with 
disclosures published under the performance section of our web site at www.acr-invest.com. 

The S&P 500 TR Index is a broad-based stock index including reinvestment of dividends and has been presented 
as an indication of domestic stock market performance. The S&P 500 TR index is unmanaged and cannot be 
purchased by investors. 
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